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Join Us
When you invest in our mission, you are investing
in parenting support that will help raise healthy
and resilient children.

In 2021, more than ½ of individuals who
utilized the Seibel Center stated that
conflict with the other party decreased
after starting our services.

Your individual stories, cultures, and experiences make you uniquely beautiful.
We see you. We value you. You are welcome here.
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Letter from the Executive Director

mission driven action, authenticity, trust, and
Parenting support: we all need it. Growing up in honesty show up in our everyday work as we help
a single-parent household, I am grateful for all of parents recognize their inherent strengths.
the caring individuals comprised of friends and
family who never left my mother’s side as she was Recently, a far-fetched dream of an expansion
raising me in a foreign country. When my dad died, took fruition when the Hormel Foundation and
my mom desperately wanted to go back to Mexico Austin HRA invested in our organization so we
with our family, but I pleaded to stay in Austin, MN could expand our facility. The expansion, called
because of my friends and my education. Now the Community Action Building or CAB for short,
as I am raising my own children, I look around at will give us additional space as well as house
our own support group and am thankful that they the Welcome Center, which we recently acquired
on January 1st of this year. Children’s Dental
contribute to my children’s success.
Health Services which are primarily based out of
But sometimes, support isn’t available, or the Rochester, MN will acquire space in our facility
capacity of our support group is limited because and will be one, if not the only, dental care provider
we are experiencing a parenting challenge that that accepts medical assistance in Mower County
our loved aren’t equipped to address. That is for youth. When we think of CAB, we think of a
where we strive to step in and help. No matter the centralized point of change for families who need
background, demographic group, socioeconomic a helping hand, a place where we embrace their
level, etc.- if we are parents, we will face turbulent narrative and meet them where they are on their
parenting journey.
times because no one is immune.
The Parenting Resource Center, Inc. is available
to any parent or caregiver who needs a helping
hand. Our team’s values of servant leadership,

Parenting is the most rewarding job we will ever
have, but it is also the most challenging. We are
here to support you.

Parent education taught me how to handle
behaviors, emotions, and discipline in a
positive way.
Thank you for all you do for my son. It was
very clear to me at the Christmas program
that our son enjoys being at Catherwood.
Watching the caregivers give him hugs
really warmed my heart and assured this
mama I do not have to worry when my son
is at Catherwood.
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